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FROM THE PRESIDENT’S DESK…….……….GEORGE MCCALLUM
Wow! What a fast few years. I’ve been fortunate to
serve on your board for quite a few years and still have a
couple of years left to serve as parliamentarian – where
all ex-presidents go. I became president in January, 2020,
when Vicki Atkinson had to step down early (I really
miss her!). Then – wham! – Covid hit in March and the
everything changed. There was no more Camp Hope.
No more Volunteen program.
No more baby
photographers.
No more luncheons.
Families and
visitors were restricted from coming into the hospital.
Our auxiliary revenues plummeted. But most of all, all volunteer activities were
suspended – not to restart until vaccines became available.
Needless to say, the entire focus of your board shifted to simply keeping the Auxiliary
together. We started regular e-mail communications and tried to keep everyone
involved bringing treats in for the staff, setting up phone trees to check on each other,
and sharing stories. Because of the financial reserves that we had built up over many
years, we were able to maintain our annual wish list and scholarship programs (our 2
largest programs) with full funding throughout the pandemic. All of our board
members stayed in their positions the entire time for which I am extremely grateful.
With very few volunteers coming into the hospital, it would have been very difficult to
find replacements.
You have all been so supportive of our efforts during these trying years and I have no
words to express how appreciative I am for everything that each of you have done to
keep the auxiliary alive and going. You have proved over and over again: Volunteers
Have Giving Hearts. Thank you!!!
We now have most of our services restarted and are slowly resuming normal
operations. Our baby photographers have returned and we see an increasing number of
family members and visitors in the hospital. We are even adding new volunteers on a
regular basis now. Our revenues have recovered somewhat, but are not yet normal.
We were able to have a small volunteen program this summer and are in the planning
stages of resuming our Camp Hope weekend for cancer patients next year. Small steps,
but we are moving forward. Now it’s time to turn over the presidency to your new
president, Mona Fletcher, to continue what we have started. I know she will take the
auxiliary to new heights. If you haven’t yet met her, please make an effort to do so.
You are definitely in good hands.
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FROM THE MANAGER’S CHAIR……………CAROL KRATOCHVIL
I always ask the same question, “What am I going to say for this edition?”
and then I go back to see what I wrote the year before. Well unlike last
year, this time there is a lot to say.
Since October 2021 we have increased the number of active volunteers
(volunteers who are on the roll and who would come back if they could),
the number who actually worked and the hours they served.

October 2021
June 2022

Active volunteers
On the roll
134
145

Actually
Working
87
115

Hours
Volunteering
1741
2901

Since February 2022 we have onboarded over 30 new volunteers and I have several new volunteers
interviewed/to be oriented.
We now have 3 days of pet therapy dogs: Tuesdays & Fridays are Happy Tails and Thursdays are the
Canine Cuddlers. Before you get all excited, the dogs have all be vetted by Happy Tails and are certified
so no, your adorable “Fifi” can’t just come in to visit with patients. The Cuddlers have had additional
training from our Spiritual Health and Education Department and are allowed to stay as long as the patient
wants.
We are getting ready have our Ambassadors for Patient Relations back in business very soon. These
volunteers touch base with Patient Relations and the Charge Nurses and then visit one-day patients to
welcome them to their rooms and refer any issues back to the Patient Relation reps. It is a wonderful
hospital version of a Welcome Wagon.
Since it is fall and the beginning of a new fiscal year our thoughts turn to TB testing, flu shots dues and
inservices.
• I haven’t heard anything about TB tests so you’ll just have to continue reading my weekly emails
for updates.
• I’m pretty certain that flu shots will again be offered most likely in late September or beginning in
October, but as always, they will be the regular flu shots and not the senior version. Why you ask…
most of the employees are not 65+ so they just offer the regular shot.
• Since they are required I will need a copy of your flu shot to put into your records unless you get
the shot here. If it is given here, they automatically put the record into our database.
• Just be careful not to get your flu shot too early. Late September or October is the prime time.
•

As you will read later in this issue, several of the Policies and Procedures have been changed and
one of them is that no longer will you be required to pay the annual $10 dues. Treat yourself to a
fancy coffee!

•

Like last year, if an inservice is needed then most likely it will be a Zoom meeting.

This is from last year and it is still applicable: I once again want to thank all of you who have given me
ideas and materials for the weekly emails – the feedback has been extremely positive. I was surprised
when some of our volunteers who have moved away asked to remain on the email distribution list. I
guess that once you are family, you are always family!
Take care, be safe and cautious and stay in touch.
Carol
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AUXILIARY BOARD 2022-2023
Northside Hospital-Atlanta Auxiliary
2022-2023 Executive Committee Officers
President: Mona Fletcher has been a member of the NH Auxiliary since 2014; joining Network of

Hope as a volunteer doing community outreach. She has also worked with the Northside Hospital Foundation with Tennis Against Breast Cancer, Wine Women and Shoes and Miracle Babies at the Zoo. Mona
serves on the Planning Committee for Camp Hope and serves as the Buddy’s Buddy. Currently Mona’s
service area is ACC and she subs for Transport and Information Desk. Mona has been married to Eddie
for 49 years and has 3 children and 2 grandchildren.

President-Elect: David Parlier After retiring from teaching 7th grade at Sutton Middle School, and

joining the Auxiliary in November of 2010, David has served as Service Chair for Ground Floor Surgery
and volunteered at the Main Information Desk. His tenure on the Executive Committee has included Secretary (2015-2016 and 2018-2020) and VP of Training (2017-2018 and 2020-2021). For David volunteering
at NH offers a great opportunity to witness and practice agape love in action (agape: Greek for
“unconditional concern for the greater good of others”). It would be an honor to serve as President-Elect
under the leadership of Mona Fletcher, whose guidance exemplifies such agape

VP Membership: Rita Russell has been a member of the Auxiliary since 2017 joining the Special Care
Nursery (SCN). After retiring from a career in healthcare in 2019, she became the Service Chair of the
SCN. She was part of the first group back volunteering when the hospital re-opened to volunteers in
August 2020 serving in Transport until the SCN re-opened to volunteers. She has also been assisting with
Gift Shop financials since 2021. She enjoys spending time with family and loves to travel. She is honored
to be able to serve the Auxiliary in a new capacity.

VP Recruitment/Retention: Kerry Dodd joined the auxiliary in May of 2018 on the transport team;

he also subs for the information desk and has subbed for the shuttle service team. Kerry is a marketing
graduate from the University of Tennessee and spent 35 years in the Consumer Packaged Goods industry.
Kerry and his wife, Martha, have been married for 25 years and their daughter, Jenna, was born at
Northside Hospital in 2000. He is looking forward to this new role!

VP Training: Celest Dallas first started working at Northside Hospital in 1983. She left her nursing

career and became a stay-at-home mom. In 2014, she made her return to the hospital as a volunteer. Her
current service is in the Special Care Nursery. Celest and her husband James have been married for 41
years. Their three daughters and three grandchildren were all born at Northside. She enjoys attending concerts, sports events and adventurous worldwide traveling. Celest is looking forward to helping the Auxiliary in this role of orienting new volunteers.

Secretary: Jeanette Napp has been a member of the NH Auxiliary since 2007 when she joined the

Network of Hope. Since joining her focus has been on visiting and mentoring patients. Throughout her
membership, she has also volunteered as a model for Tennis Against Breast Cancer, buddy for Camp Hope,
helper for Volunteen program, and model for Wine, Women and Shoe initiatives. Jeanette is looking
forward to further serving and contributing.

Treasurer: Mary Sue Ahlert Mary Sue Ahlert is a retired CPA who worked for several small local

firms and in 2002 she started her own practice. She sold her practice and retired in December 2017 although she still handles accounts payable and tax returns for one small business. She has lived in the
Sandy Springs/Dunwoody area since 1982. After her husband passed away two years ago she relocated to
a small home in Dunwoody. She hopes she can be of help to the Auxiliary.
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Cindy Cohen, Barbara Dye, Linda Cabey & E e Padula came to the rescue when we needed coverage in the
gi shop. We had an expected call-out and these volunteers and an employee jumped right in to assist in the
gi shops un l the regularly scheduled people could come in. Thank you one and all for your fantas c
teamwork!
Jan Deaton, Marie Gilbert and Jackie Prior helped Pa ent Rela ons by packing a huge number of “cookie”
bags for distribu on to the sta for a July 4th celebra on. Here is what Allan Graham said,
“I just wanted to check in with you on the three wonderful ladies we had today. They were all an incredibly
quick starts, so independent, e cient, and helpful. On top of it all, they were so very sweet! Unfortunately, I
got stuck on a call when they were wrapping up and missed ge ng to thank them personally. Please pass
along my sincere gra tude for a job excep onally well done.”
Great job ladies and thank you
again.
Debbie Lane, Eileen Yerlow, Mona Fletcher and Mary Driskell con nued to help Pa ent Rela ons on July 1 by
distribu ng all of the bags to the sta .
Bob Cohen was recognized by a guest for his courtesy, dedica on and for being a “great guy”. According to the
caller, went out of his way to help a pa ent get from the Gold parking deck to the 980 building and back when
me was of the essence. Thank you Bob, you make quite a great impression!
Emma Williamson, a summer grad-school volunteer, is not only helping out in the SCN o ce but has made her
fellow volunteers cookies and treats several mes this summer. Let’s hope she can stay forever – thank you!
Gayle Ryser was an amazing sub this summer. One week she volunteered 3 days in a row for transport – what
a trooper! Thank you Gayle for being such a great team player!
The shu le team unfortunately had to drive a very noisy, s nky, wet, gas powered cart for a couple of weeks
while one of the electric carts was in the shop. They were a bunch of troopers…thank you all for “chugging”
along, making the best of a bad situa on to keep our guests in mo on!
Donna Hellmann received a lovely compliment from one of our Happy Tails volunteers and his pup Gracie,
“Just wanted to thank you for coordina ng our visit yesterday with the Northside Hospital HRP pa ents and
the wonderful nurses and caregivers. I have been on many di erent visits with Gracie over the past 6 months
since we started and they have all been wonderful, but I must say yesterday at Northside was super special.
We were so warmly received by all and I know Gracie and I le feeling so rewarded.” Way to go Donna!!!!
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Sarah Wood spent over an hour with a very senior gentleman who was hearing impaired. She
assisted with his transport to the physician’s o ce, stayed with him during his registra on and then
transported him back to the main hospital to meet his ride. She was compassionate, suppor ve and totally
involved in his care and well-being. Outstanding job Sarah!

BYLAW UPDATE…………….…………….CINDY FORMICA
Just an update on Bylaws and Policies and Procedures: The Auxiliary
Board met and has proposed several changes to the Bylaws. You will
be asked to vote on those changes at the October meeting. The
proposed changes will be sent via email for your review in
September. Also they updated the Policies and Procedures and those
changes pertaining to Standards of Appearance are shown below.
Any questions please call Cindy Formica 770-490-3010
STANDARDS OF APPEARANCE
1. All active workers shall wear the approved uniforms of the Auxiliary
when working a service. Volunteers shall be professionally dressed
when arriving for work. An Auxiliary logo is embroidered on each
piece of the uniform offered by the Auxiliary.
Uniforms for both men and women include a choice of the following pieces:
• Blue Jacket
• Blue Vest
• Blue Knit Polo Shirt
• Blue Apron
With any of these pieces the following are standard:
• Dark colored pants, capris or unless otherwise directed
• Skirt (conservative length – no more than 2” above the knee)
• Closed toed soft soled shoes
Flexible choices for under the jacket, vest, apron or polo include:
• White or seasonal color long or short sleeved blouse/shirt/turtleneck –
no sleeveless shirts under vest/apron
• Blue polo shirt should not be worn under the vests, smocks, or
aprons.
• No logo or printed t-shirts
Pink or red uniforms on loan from the Auxiliary are to be worn by trainees.
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YEAR SERVICE PINS………………………KERRY DODD
5 years

10 years

Karen Linhart
Jim McKechnie
Jim Meucci
Marilyn Mollenkamp
Bob O’Halloran
Effie Paula
Jackie Pryor
Sissy Ramsey
Sonia Ray
Rita Russell
Howard Shore
David Stuart

Pat Curtis
Donna Hellmann
Audrey Reid
15 Years
Judy Risner
20 Years

25 Years
Ed Farley
35 Years
Gail Neeld

Sarah Ash
Gordon Jones

VOLUNTEEN AWARDS…………..…….DAVID PARLIER
Two Volunteens were given awards for their service during our 2022 Volunteen Program.
1. Liv Polvino was awarded an Education Grant of $400 sent directly to College of
Charleston in South Carolina where Liv is now a freshman.
2. Maria Sneed was awarded an Education Grant of $500 and the Northside Hospital
Atlanta Auxiliary Marilyn Strausz Powell Volunteen Scholarship worth $500. These
sums were sent directly to Howard University in our nation’s capital. The Powell
family was able to communicate their congratulations with Maria during a Zoom
meeting.
We wish these t wo outstanding volunteers continued success as they pursue their degrees.
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SCHOLARSHIP NEWS…………………..CELEST DALLAS
Congratulations and best wishes goes out to the 2022
winning recipients of the Christa Krause Scholarship:
Pauline Banaaleh
Ti any Brooks
Lauren Gaskins
Justin Ikara
Jasmine Lake
Kelly Larsen
Aakanksha Prasad
Rachel Smith
Tanvi Suresh
Zion Taylor
Olivia Walls
The Northside Hospital-Atlanta Auxiliary is pleased to offer to Northside Hospital Employees and
Auxiliary members and/or their dependents the following three scholarships:
Elizabeth Wilmot Bull Memorial Scholarship – Offered 11/2022, Due 1/2023
Northside Hospital-Atlanta Auxiliary Rosemary Fox Scholarship – Offered 2/2023, Due 3/2023
Northside Hospital-Atlanta Auxiliary Christa Krause Scholarship – Offered 5/2023, Due 6/2023

ff

Mary Driskell and Mona Fletcher
passed out snacks to Nurses from Patient Relations.
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AUXILIARY VAN DONATION

Auxiliary President George McCallum gifting Rhonda Smith,
Director of OP Cardiology Services the Auxiliary van.
The Auxiliary van has been used for years primarily for our puppet shows to
elementary school students in the area, but we also occasionally used it to
take groups of volunteers to various places. With the onset of the pandemic,
we stopped using it and Cardiology began using it to take needed equipment
for patients around the area as far north as Blue Ridge and as far south as
Macon. The van is being used 4 days a week. Since it's so hard to get into
schools now, and the van is being put to good use for cardiology patient
care, your board voted to donate it to them.
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HAPPY TAILS

SCOUT & FERGUS OF OUR TUESDAY TEAM

They’re Back!

Happy Tails resumed their visits in August
and everyone is so happy to have them back
making visits to the patients and our staff.
FERGUS

MEMBERS OF OUR FRIDAY TEAM
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COURTESY CART
Soon, the Courtesy Shuttle Cart Service will celebrate its eighth year as an Auxiliary
Service. So far, we have been of service to over a quarter of a MILLION grateful
passengers in all kinds of weather…be it 98 degrees or 18!!! Ours is the outdoor
service; we can (and do!) wear shorts and sandals in the summer!
Quite often, this is our
visitors’ first contact with
Northside Hospital. As you
know, it can be an
intimidating experience as
our campus is large and
sometimes confusing.
It’s
our job to help them find
their way , and at the same
time be a calming influence

The shuttle takes riders all over the campus.
We take our guests to the Women’s Center,
the East Tower, Gold Parking (5670
building), ER
and, of course, the Main
Entrance. We can also get them really close
to the 960/980 buildings, to the northwest
corner of the property (Doctor’s Lot), where
they simply cross the street at the light. We
can get them really close to the MARTA
station via the Gold Parking Deck as well.
Our Team is very proud of the Service we
provide! Whether it’s helping a “lost”visitor
with directions or transporting them to their
destination on campus, we are true
ambassadors for Northside Atlanta!
If
driving a spiffy golf cart while being of service
to others appeals to you, come join our
Team!!
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VOLUNTEEN LUNCH AND LEARN AND SIMULATION LAB
On June 16 Dr. Brittany Anderson lead an informal discussion at our Lunch and Learn for
our Volunteen Program. The teens were very engaged and asked a lot of questions.
She recounted her professional history in the medical eld which began as a Northside
Hospital Volunteen. She was also a recipient of a scholarship from the Auxiliary
.Dr. Brittany Anderson is currently working as an Anesthesiologist for Northside Hospital.

fi
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CANCER SURVIVOR CELEBRATION
Northside Hospital Foundation recently hosted our annual Cancer Survivor
Celebration at the Atlanta Zoo on Sunday, June 5th which is also National Cancer
Survivor Day. Special thanks to Northside Hospital Auxiliary – Atlanta for their
support in celebrating over 1600 cancer survivors including Northside Hospital
cancer survivor employees and their families.
Pictured are several of the Network of Hope members who helped recruit survivors
and caregivers to become Network of Hope members.
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GETTING TO KNOW OUR VOLUNTEERS

In every edition we will feature a Board Member and another volunteer.
Our Board Member, Larry Napp, is featured below.
Donna Malloy, is our Member at Large, featured on page 15.
Where and when do you volunteer at the hospital?
I volunteer on Thursdays as the Gift Shop Treasurer
paying bills and preparing monthly financial statements.

LARRY NAPP

If you had to choose only 3 adjectives to describe
yourself, which would you choose?
Logical, resourceful, and persistent.
When you’re not volunteering, how do you like to spend
your time?
When I am not volunteering, I like to garden, cook, and
work in my woodshop.
If you could live anywhere, where would it be?
If I could live anywhere I would live in Italy.
What was your rst job? Your favorite job?
My first job was working on a farm during the summer.
My favorite job was managing a luxury goods store in
the Caribbean.
What’s the rst concert you attended? Rod Stewart
What was your favorite subject in school? Accounting
What is your favorite sport/game to watch or play?
My favorite sport is college football.
If you could only eat one meal for the rest of your life what would it be? Pasta
If you could share a meal with any three individuals, living or dead, who would it be?
Chef Bobby Flay, pianist Oscar Peterson, and jazz musician Diana Krall.
What celebrity would you like to meet at Starbucks for a cup of coffee? Warren Buffet
What are you reading currently? I am currently reading One Second After
What's the most daring thing you have ever done? The most daring thing I have ever done is zip line
down a ski slope.
Any travel plans or something coming up that you’re looking forward to?
I look forward to visiting France next summer.

fi

fi
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GETTING TO KNOW OUR VOLUNTEERS

In every edition we will feature a Member at Large and a Board Member.
Our Member at Large, Donna Malloy, is featured below.
Larry Napp is our BoarMember, and is featured on page 14.
Where and when do you volunteer at the hospital?
I volunteer at the information desk on Wednesday
afternoons and sub in the Special Care Nursery and for
the Happy Tails program.

DONNA MALLOY & CLOEE

If you had to choose any 3 adjectives to describe yourself,
which would you choose? Outgoing, caring, inquisitive.
When you’re not volunteering, how do you like to spend
your time?
Playing sports (tennis, biking, swimming), spending time
with my 6 grandchildren, playing with my Shih-Tsu, Cloee.
If you could live anywhere, where would it be?
Atlanta or Switzerland
What was your rst job? Your favorite job?
My rst job was as a counter waitress at a Kresge Drug
store (later became K-Mart). My favorite job was working
as a nurse consultant for Kimberly Clark.
What's the rst concert you attended?
I think my rst concert was the Beatles at Komisky Park in
Chicago, 1965. The Beatles were so far away that they
looked the size of ants (or maybe beetles) and we could
hardly hear the music for the screaming, but it was great. I would like to see the rock band Train but
don’t have anyone to go with.
What was your favorite subject in school? Sociology
What is your favorite sport/game to watch or play? Baseball (the Braves of course)
If you could only eat one meal for the rest of your life what would it be? Pizza with lots of toppings.
If you could share a meal with any three individuals, living or dead, who would it be?
My great-grandmother (who owned a livery business, had 12 children, and lost four of them in a row),
my grandmother (we were kindred souls), Barack Obama (he is funny and fascinating).
What celebrity would you like to meet at Starbucks for a cup of coffee? Ellen Degeneres. That would
be a hoot!
What are you reading currently? Barbara Kingsolver’s Prodigal Summer.
What’s the most daring thing you’ve ever done?
Besides marrying my husband it would have to be swimming with the sharks in Belize.
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Any travel plans or something coming up that you’re looking forward to? Yes. I am planning a tour of
Japan with my sister in spring to see the cherry blossoms. Hopefully we can spend some extra time
there to visit her relatives. Right now Japan is shut down to visitors except for tours.
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FALL FUNNIES

Miss you all, but enjoying the view. ~Rosemary
Do you know
Marie and Jerry?
They’re a fun couple!
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